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Abstract—Modular multilevel converters (MMC) with energy-
based control schemes have attracted much attention recently.
The majority of the proposed control schemes involve making
use of the MMC’s internal energy to improve the performance
of grid-forming/grid-following (GF-/GFL-) functions in steady
state or in preventing disturbance propagation between ac and
dc side. Yet, the close coupling between the internal energy-
related dynamics of an MMC and its ac side stability charac-
teristics has not been addressed. This paper presents a novel
energy-based control scheme that decouples the internal energy-
related dynamics of a GFL-MMC from its external energy-
related control functions (i.e. dc voltage control, active power
control). The proposed control scheme can be applied in MMC-
based converters, such as STATCOM, HVDC, etc. Time-domain
simulation results are presented and demonstrate functionality
of the proposed decoupled energy control scheme. Finally, a
frequency-domain model of an MMC w.r.t. the closed-loop output
impedance of GFL-MMC is presented, which shows that its
external characteristic is not influenced by internal energy-related
dynamics.

Index Terms—modular multilevel converter, energy-controlled
MMC, energy balancing, decoupled control, internal dynamics

I. INTRODUCTION

MODULAR multilevel converters (MMCs) have be-
come widely considered as the preferable technology

of medium-/high- voltage applications in power electronics
converter-based power system [1], [2]. Most of the MMCs in
commission are controlled by non-energy based schemes [3],
[4]. Recently, however, it is revealed that energy-controlled
MMCs have better dynamic performance (i.e. response to
transients) during normal and abnormal operation than non-
energy-controlled MMCs [5], [6]. Two energy balancing ob-
jectives are required for energy-controlled MMCs: 1) hori-
zontal balancing: the balancing of per-phase stored energy
wx

Σ (=wx
u + wx

l ) among three phases; 2) vertical balancing
(also known as intra-arm balancing): the balancing of per-arm
stored energy within one phase, which is related to the energy
difference wx

△ (=wx
u − wx

l ) between upper and lower arm. In
the variables above, x designates phase (a, b, and c), and the
subscript u/l indicates upper and lower arm.

Recent studies over the last five years focus on using
energy control schemes to improve MMCs’ dynamic perfor-
mance during transient and abnormal operation conditions
(i.e. unsymmetrical operation, ac faults, etc.). Different energy
control schemes for MMCs with a stiff dc-bus, for example
grid-forming MMC (GF-MMC), has been comprehensively

investigated in [7], [8]. Unlike GF-MMC, dc-bus voltage in a
grid following MMC (GFL-MMC) is not imposed, and needs
to be regulated. It is not rational to apply the classic horizontal
balancing controller used in GF-MMC to GFL-MMC with
a dc voltage controller as both control functions involve the
dynamic of the common mode current. When both functions
are enabled, this will lead to a conflict between the control ob-
jectives and potentially instability. Additionally, the dc-bus of
GFL-MMC exhibits a stiff current source characteristic, thus
any horizontal balancing schemes that assume a manageable
dc-bus current will fail in GFL-MMC. To address this issue,
per-phase stored energy of GFL-MMC should be controlled
to its reference command by regulating the active current of
ac grid [6], [9], then the dc voltage can be automatically
maintained at Vdc. This method is regarded as the classic
horizontal balancing method for GFL-MMC, but it may result
in poor dynamic performance during operation. For example,
any change in ac current of MMC (i.e unbalanced faults)
will make horizontal balancing challenging and could result
in propagation of the disturbance to the dc side voltage. To
resolve this, [10] and [11] swap the roles of ac current and
circulating current in regulation of dc voltage and horizontal
balancing by using a cross control structure. Consequently,
MMC is capable of preventing ac disturbance propagation to
the dc side during abnormal operation.

It is also reported that sub-synchronous and near-
synchronous oscillations (SSO/NSO) interacting with the ac
grid can appear in GFL-MMCs due to their internal energy-
related dynamics [12], [13]. The root cause is that the internal
energy-related dynamics result in two resonant peaks on
MMC’s closed-loop output impedance within the SSO/NSO
ranges, making it likely to interact with the grid impedance
and result in SSO/NSO [13], [14]. Part of the motivation
for this work is to use energy regulation to reshape MMC
stability characteristics in the frequency range associated with
internal energy-related dynamics, which are closely linked
to circulating current control and the energy stored in the
distributed submodule (SM) capacitors. In addition, as noted
in [3], [15], the internal energy-related dynamics create a close
coupling between the circulating current controller and other
controllers that assist with power transfer functions (i.e. ac/dc
voltage control, ac current control, active power controller),
that may result in interactions between circulating current



Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of grid-following MMC against an ideal ac grid

control and other controllers.
In this context, there is a clear need to eliminate the

MMC’s internal energy-related dynamics from their external
characteristic by using energy control, which has not been
addressed fully in the literature. Consequently, the aim of
this paper is to provide a method by which the internal
energy-related dynamics of MMC can be fully decoupled
from its external characteristic. In contrast to [6], [9]–[11],
the proposed energy control scheme for GFL-MMC herein
maintains a classic two-level VSC (2L-VSC) control structure
in order to avoid unwanted transient behaviors as noted in
[10].

The reminder of this article is organized as follows. Section
II briefly reviews energy dynamics of a GFL-MMC as well
as its classic energy control schemes (based upon [6], [9]).
Section III presents the proposed decoupled energy control
scheme as well as its closed-loop control block diagram.
Section IV validates the effectiveness of the proposed en-
ergy control scheme through time-domain simulations and
frequency-domain analysis. Section V concludes the work.

II. ENERGY DYNAMICS OF GFL-MMC

Fig. 1 shows a simplified schematic of a three-phase GFL-
MMC including six arms, each arm consists of N sub-modules
(SM) with a capacitance CSM . For briefness, the process of
averaging the switched MMC model is disregarded, and the
resulting averaged model presented in [16] are used next.

A. Classic Horizontal Energy Balancing for GFL-MMCs

The classic horizontal balancing is achieved by adjusting
the per-phase stored energy to its reference command. The
dynamic model of MMC per-phase stored energy is given as

dwx
Σ

dt
=

d(wx
u + wx

l )

dt
= vdci

x
z − V̂sÎs

2
cosφ (1)

where z represents the common mode current in each phase,
s the ac grid side variables, vdc the dc-bus voltage, V̂s and Îs
the peak value of ac side voltage and current. This notation
will be used in the reminder of this paper.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of: a) classic horizontal balancing; b) classic vertical
balancing control for grid-following MMC

It is generally accepted that V̂s and dc input power vdcidc
are not controlled by GFL-MMC, and are assumed constant
during steady state operation [9]. To control the per-phase
stored energy, classic horizontal balancing scheme forms the
control structure depicted in Fig. 2 a), consisting of an inner ac
current control loop (is control) to adjust Îs cosφ. Note that,
as long as the per-phase stored energy is kept to the reference
value wx∗

Σ = CsmV 2
dc/(2N), the dc voltage will be Vdc and

the horizontal energy balancing among three phases inherently
achieved. It can be observed that the GFL-MMC will adjust
its ac side output power to compensate for any variation in
its per-phase stored energy, implying that the ac side output
power and the internal stored energy are closely coupled.

B. Classic Vertical Energy Balancing for GFL-MMCs

The dynamics resulting from the energy imbalance between
the upper and lower arms in each phase is given by (2)

dwx
△

dt
= vdcÎs cos(ω1t− φ)− 2V̂si

x
z cos(ω1t− φ) (2)

It has been the conventional wisdom that a sinusoidal
component at fundamental frequency has to be purposely
injected into the common mode current ixz in each phase
through circulating current control (iz control) to compensate
the non-zero component existing in wx

△. Fig. 2 b) presents the
vertical energy balancing scheme block diagram. This scheme
is used for both grid-forming and grid-following MMCs. As
this paper discusses a new control scheme in the horizontal
direction, the classic control scheme for the vertical balancing
is preserved in the sequel.

III. DECOUPLED ENERGY CONTROL FOR GFL-MMCS

In order to decouple internal energy- and external energy-
related dynamics by control, it is necessary to identify control
variables responsible for them. In fact, the per-phase common
mode current can be decomposed into three parts as shown

ixz = idc/3 + ixc(dc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dc

+ ixc(f1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fundamental

(3)

where the first term in the right-hand side represents the dc-
bus current equally distributed among three phases of MMC,
regulating the balancing of (active) power inflow to MMC
from dc-bus and outflow from MMC to ac grid. This term



is essentially irrelevant to MMC internal energy; the second
term ixc(dc) is a dc current circulating only within the three
phases, which can be used to compensate the difference
of per-phase stored energy between the phases. This term
directly determines inter-phase balancing, without specifying
how much energy is stored in each phase. However, this
term has not caught the attention in [6]–[9], because the
classic energy control applied to the dc component of ixz
in-essence regulates both idc/3 and ixc(dc) simultaneously. In
addition, the third term refers to the component used for intra-
arm balancing as discussed in Section II.B. Consequently, if
a voltage excursion or potentially an instability on the dc-
bus is neglected, the MMC internal energy balancing can be
achieved by controlling ixc(dc) for inter-phase balancing and
ixc(f1) for intra-arm balancing. Moreover, once the GFL-MMC
has achieved this internal energy balancing, it serves as an
energy buffer clamped between the ac and dc side, similar to
the large capacitor in a 2L-VSC.

A. Total Stored Energy Control

Assume an MMC has achieved the internal energy balance
by adjusting ixc(dc) and ixc(f1). Since the MMC will now act
as an energy buffer, any power imbalance between the ac and
dc sides will charge or discharge the buffer, causing uncon-
trolled variations (potentially instability) of dc-bus voltage. To
maintain a constant dc voltage a total stored energy control
is proposed below, which regulates the energy stored in six
arms to a fixed value. Ignoring power losses in the MMC, the
dynamics of total stored energy in MMC can be expressed as:

dEtot

dt
= vdcidc −

3

2
vsis = vdcidc −

3

2
vds i

d
s (4)

where Etot represents the total energy stored in all six arms.
Note that when the MMC is working in grid-following mode,
the average power at the dc-side vdcidc and the ac side voltage
vs (equivalently vds in the dq-reference frame) are exogenous
variables. Hence, it is intuitive to regulate the total-stored
energy in the six arms of MMC through a feedback loop,
comparing Etot with its reference and adjusting accordingly
ids (grid active current in the dq-reference frame). As a result,
the compensation provided by ids at the ac side eliminates the
power imbalance between dc and ac side. As it is desired that
the dc offset of the arm voltage is at nominal value Vdc and
the effective per-arm capacitance is CSM/N , the total stored
energy in the MMC should be maintained at 3V 2

dc/(2N),
which is used as the reference for the total energy control,
E∗

t . Fig. 3 a) shows the block diagram of the proposed total
stored energy controller. The closed-loop transfer function is
composed of the total stored energy compensator HEt

(s),
closed-loop grid active current control and the “plant” for total
stored energy control GEt(s) = 1.5V̂ d

s /s. It may be noted
that the proposed control structure is similar to the traditional
dc voltage control in non-energy controlled MMCs and 2L-
VSCs, where the outer loop ensures a stable dc voltage and
its controller’s output is used as a reference for the grid active
current controller.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of: a) total stored energy control; b) modified horizontal
balancing control for grid-following MMC.

B. Modified Horizontal Energy Balancing

The horizontal energy balancing between phases can now
be achieved by regulating ixc(dc) in the circulating current of
each phase. Thus, the output of the modified horizontal energy
balancing controller should be used as the dc reference com-
mand ix,∗c(dc) driving the circulating current controller. When
the per-phase stored energy of three phases are not balanced,
the compensated dc circulating current will flow into the phase
whose total energy is lower than ix,∗c(dc) and flows out of the
phase with higher stored energy than ix,∗c(dc).

Observe that the only objective here is to balance the energy
between three phases, rather than to regulate the per-phase
stored energy to any specific required value. If a constant
reference command is used, this will create a conflict with
the proposed total stored energy controller. Consequently, the
set point for this modified horizontal balancing controller
is modified to one-third of the sum of instantaneous per-
phase stored energy. In essence, this controller ensures equal
distribution of total stored energy across three phases. The
dynamic model for this controller is given as

d(wa
Σ + wb

Σ + wc
Σ)

dt
= 3Vdc(i

a
c(dc) + ibc(dc) + icc(dc)). (5)

As it can be seen, Equation (5) holds if and only if the dc-
bus voltage is kept at Vdc, which highlights the importance of
the proposed total stored energy controller discussed earlier.
The question may arise as to why total stored energy controller
is necessary here rather than classic dc-bus voltage controller
to maintain dc voltage. This is due to the fact that classic
dc-bus voltage control implicitly engages in the process of
regulating ixc(dc). Moreover, note that this modified horizontal
energy balancing control can be made slower than the total
stored energy controller, which allows to separate the time-
scales for each control objective. Fig. 3 b) shows the complete
block diagram of the modified horizontal balancing controller.
The closed-loop transfer function consists of the modified
horizontal balancing compensator HwΣ

(s), the closed-loop
circulating current controller (iz control), and the “plant” for
the modified horizontal balancing controller GwΣ

(s) = Vdc/s.
Recall that the classic vertical balancing control used in GFL-
MMC is unchanged from [6], as discussed earlier.



Fig. 4. Detailed control scheme for the energy-controlled GFL-MMC

C. Overall Control Architecture

The overall control architecture is depicted in Fig. 4, with
the control schemes proposed in subsections III.A and III.B
shown in blue. All the energy controllers, including HEt

(s),
Hx

wΣ
(s) and Hx

w△
(s) consist of PI compensators for which

different bandwidths are needed. As the total stored energy
controller regulates dc-bus voltage, its bandwidth can be set
to match that of classic dc-bus voltage controllers used in non-
energy controlled-MMC or 2L-VSCs, usually ranging from 5
Hz to 20 Hz. Because energy balancing between arms and
phases rely on the change of SM capacitor voltages, which
is slow, the modified horizontal energy balancing and energy
difference control can be designed, but not limited, to give
a lower cut-off frequency than total energy control. As wx

Σ
and wx

△ (x = a, b, c) contain significant 2nd-order harmonics
and the fundamental component, respectively, low-pass filters
are used to retain the average components necessary for the
energy control purposes.

IV. VALIDATION OF CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE

To validate the proposed energy control design, a case study
with time-domain simulation is presented next to show the
effectiveness of the proposed control. In addition, the second
part of this section aims to verify the decoupling efficacy by
using frequency-domain analysis.

The detailed simulation model used represents a 900 MW
GFL-MMC (ac: 50Hz/300 kV, dc: ±320 kV) [17], with 50
mH and 0.1 Ω arm inductors and resistances, respectively.
The MMC is assumed capable of performing its computation
and switching process with an effective time delay of 200
µs. The simulation makes use of an ideal current source to
model the dc side power source of GFL-MMC. As mentioned
before, PI regulators are used for all control functions in this
work. Table. I summarizes the design specification in terms
of bandwidth and phase margin of controllers. Note that, the

SM capacitor voltages are well-balanced by using the NLC
technique proposed in [18].

TABLE I
CONTROL DESIGN OF ENERGY-CONTROLLED MMC

Control Function Cut-off Freq. Phase Margin

AC Current 200 Hz 45°
Circulating Current 300 Hz 45°
Phase-Lock Loop 20 Hz 45°

Total-stored Energy 15 Hz 45°
Modified Hori. Balancing 15 Hz 45°
Classic Vertical Balancing 5 Hz 45°

A. Time-domain Simulation Results

In order to ensure stable operation of the GFL-MMC, the
simulation starts with only total stored energy control, ac
current control, and phase-locked loop control conducted. As
can be seen from Fig. 5 c), the dc side voltage is regulated
to be 1 pu even without that two internal-energy related con-
trols (modified horizontal balancing/vertical balancing control)
activated. This implies that the external energy dynamics and
internal energy dynanmics are decoupled from each others,
MMC is acting as an energy buffer and its internal energy
imbalance does not affect the external active power exchange
in between ac and dc side. At t = 0.5 sec., the modified
horizontal balancing controller is activated. The per-phase
stored energy difference between three phases is eliminated
within 0.2 sec as shown in Fig. 5 d). At t = 1 sec., the classic
vertical balancing controller is activated, driving the energy
difference between upper and lower arm to 0 (Fig. 5 e)).

Fig. 5. Simulated Responses for the energy-controlled GFL-MMC

B. Frequency-domain Analysis

To futher verify that the internal energy dynamics have
been effectively decoupled from the MMC’s external response



based on the proposed control scheme, Fig. 6 compares the
output impedance of GFL-MMC with the proposed energy
control scheme and a non-energy-controlled GFL-MMC. For
comparison purpose, the classic dc voltage control of non-
energy controlled MMC is tuned to have the same bandwidth
and phase margin as total stored energy control; the PLL,
ac current and circulating current control are designed to
give the same bandwidth and phase margin as presented
in Table. I. With the proposed control scheme, the internal
energy-related dynamics are eliminated in both sub- and near-
synchronous range, especially that two resonant peaks (as
pointed out in Fig. 6 by black arrows) on the magnitude
of non-energy controlled GFL-MMC, making it less likely
interact with grid impedance. In addition, the proposed control
makes MMC passive below 20 Hz, thereby eliminates the
negative damping induced by internal energy-related dynamics
and avoids associated oscillations in that frequency range.
As an additional verification, this frequency-domain analysis
shows that the MMC’s internal energy-related dynamics are
decoupled from its external behavior.

Fig. 6. Output-impedance responses of: non-energy-controlled GFL-MMC
with classic control (blue) against energy-controlled MMC with proposed
control scheme (purple)

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper introduces a novel decoupled energy control
method for GFL-MMCs that can treat separately internal
energy-related dynamics and external energy characteristic (i.e
power transferring). Together with classic vertical balancing
controller, a modified horizontal balancing controller makes
the GFL-MMC work as an energy buffer, similar to a dc-
bus capacitor in a 2L-VSC. For the purpose of regulating
the voltage on the dc-bus in GFL-MMC, the proposed total
stored energy controller acts similarly to a conventional dc-
bus voltage controller in a 2L-VSC. As a result, the internal
energy-related dynamics (regulated by the modified horizontal
balancing controller and the vertical balancing controller),
is completely decoupled from its external energy dynamics
(regulated by the total stored energy controller), being regu-
lated separately. In contrast to other energy control methods
for GFL-MMC, the proposed control structure controls dc-
bus voltage without interfering with internal energy balancing

variables. The time-domain simulation and frequency-domain
analysis validates the effectiveness of proposed decoupled
energy control. Future works will focus on frequency-domain
modeling of the energy-controlled GFL-MMC with the pro-
posed control scheme for stability and fault analysis.
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